Newsletter 74: are you also thinking about Easter
yet?

27/11/2015

Dear reader,
The year is almost over. Starting
2016 we immediately think of
Easter, … or Valentine first, and
Christmas and New Year
too. So much to celebrate !
In these busy times a short
newsletter. We will look back at
the World Chocolate Masters a
few weeks ago, because yet
again there was "a lot and great"
talent there. And finally, Viva
Italia.
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director
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Hollow figures with Easter
Actually, hollow figures are ‘top’ all year round. For a rising football
star, a grandfather’s birthday, a hospital visit, … Of course, Christmas,
Valentine and Easter are the winners. Last year, the sale of spinning
machines has increased substantially. Thus … no longer only popular
in Belgium. Every country, every region has its own popular holidays,
on which these hollow goodies are a nice present! The spinning
machines are available in a single version with 4 arms (and 12 hands)
or a double version with 8 arms. Different options are also available.
Click on more photos, where we will show the corresponding cooling
tunnels, heating tunnels, tempering machines, …
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Standard or tailor-made kettles
Is it going to be busy? Need an extra melting kettle ? At Prefamac, we
always have some types in stock or at least in production : 100, 170,
240, 500, 1000, 2000, … 5000 liter. Or tailor-made is possible: larger,
higher kettles, piping, chocolate pumps, manually, automatically,
weight control, … everything is possible.
Check out more photos to see different examples. Also an example of
tempering kettles. Our website www.prefamac.com is frequently
updated with new pictures.

Dreaming of a white Xmas ?
“Or celebrating Christmas first, before we start thinking about Easter ?
Cozy, with family after a very busy period? Time for a praline with a
delicious cup of tea or coffee?
Take a look at more photos! A white Christmas tree in the snow, or
skis in chocolate, or maybe a sea horse or sea star if you want to
spend Christmas in warm Australia. We want to provide you with a few
ideas, so there is something for everyone.

They are artists!!
It was thrilling during the last Barry-Callebaut’s World Chocolate
Masters in Paris. Twenty countries, 20 contestants. Great artists all of
them. Their pralines and art pieces not only looked delicious, they were
so magnificent. France came first, Belgium 2nd and Japan 3rd, but
they were all winners. Prefamac is very proud to be ‘golden sponsor’ of
this event. And what an atmosphere!
Click on more photos where you can see this huge happening! Almost
a life TV show :-)

Viva Italia
As we have a lot of requests from Italy for industrial machines up to
1600mm width, we will launch our website in Italian, and this after 10
other languages. Would you prefer your newsletter in Italian ? Just let
us know.
Check out more photos to see some of our machines with which you
can produce delightful Italian cookies. Delicious when covered with
chocolate.

